Crystallographic studies of quadruplex nucleic acids.
DNA quadruplexes are formed from guanine-rich repeats that self-associate into higher order four-stranded structures. These G-rich repeat sequences can be found in both telomeric regions as well as regions proximal to promoters of oncogenes. The compelling evidence that stabilizing these motifs by small molecule ligands can alter cell viability in certain cancer cell lines has led to identification of DNA quadruplex structures as therapeutic targets. Target-based design of selective ligands that target particular quadruplex topologies is heavily reliant on the availability of high-resolution structural information of the intended target. X-ray crystallography can provide this level of detail to atomic resolution. Recently drug discovery programs have refocused on the need for a fuller structural and molecular description of the target molecule. This review describes a crystallographic route to the determination of quadruplex topology, and high-resolution loop structures for target-based ligand design. The review also highlights the methods employed in the design of appropriate DNA sequences and crystallization techniques to solve these unusual DNA structures.